§ 302–3.313 May I have my household goods transported from more than one location?
Yes, you may have your household goods transported from more than one location. However, you will only receive reimbursement based on the cost of shipment from your official station, in one lot by the most economical route to the location where you elect to return. You will have to pay for any cost above what is authorized.

§ 302–3.314 Is there a time limit when I must begin my travel and transportation upon separation?
Yes, all travel and transportation of household goods must begin no later than six months after:
(a) Your date of separation; or
(b) The date of death of the employee who died before separation.

§ 302–3.315 May I be granted an extension on beginning my separation travel?
Your agency may grant you or your family member (in case of your death) an extension on beginning your separation travel, for up to two years from your effective date of separation or death if you died before separating.

EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: By FTR Amdt. 2011–01, 76 FR 18337, Apr. 1, 2011, § 302–3.315 was revised, effective Aug. 1, 2011. For the convenience of the user, the revised text is set forth as follows:

§ 302–3.315 May I be granted an extension to the time limit for beginning my separation travel?
Yes, your agency may grant you or your immediate family member(s) (in case of your death) an extension to the time limit for beginning your separation travel, for up to two years from your effective date of separation or death, if death occurs before separation.

Subpart E—Employee’s Temporary Change Of Station

§ 302–3.400 What is a “temporary change of station (TCS)”?
A TCS means the relocation to a new official station for a temporary period while performing a long-term assignment, and subsequent return to the previous official station upon completion of that assignment.

§ 302–3.401 What is the purpose of a TCS?
A TCS provides agencies an alternative to a long-term temporary duty travel assignment which will increase your satisfaction and enhance morale, reduce your income tax liability, and save the Government money.

§ 302–3.402 When am I eligible for a TCS?
You are eligible for a TCS when you are directed to perform a TCS at a long-term duty location, and you otherwise would be eligible for payment of temporary duty travel allowances authorized under chapter 301 of this title. For exceptions, see § 302–3.403.

§ 302–3.403 Who is not eligible for a TCS?
The following individuals are not eligible for a TCS:
(a) A new appointee;
(b) An employee assigned to or from a State or local Government under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act (5 U.S.C. 3372 et seq.);
(c) An individual employed intermittently in the Government service as a consultant or expert and paid on a daily when-actually-employed (WAE) basis;
(d) An individual serving without pay or at $1 a year; or

§ 302–3.404 Under what circumstances will my agency authorize a TCS?
Your agency will authorize a TCS when:
(a) It is necessary to accomplish the mission of the agency effectively and economically, and
(b) You are directed to perform a long-term assignment at another official station; or
(c) Your agency otherwise could authorize temporary duty travel and pay travel allowances, including payment of subsistence expenses, under chapter 301 of this title for the long-term assignment; or
(d) Your agency determines it would be more advantageous, cost and other factors considered, to authorize a long-term assignment; and
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